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How can the media be a problem?

• Media can be a problem because:
• The media can be a source for stereotype formation
• Stereotypes are precursors to prejudice and racial discrimination
• Racial discrimination is at the seat of racism
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See “Stereotyping, Prejudice, and Discrimination: Another Look” (John F. Dovidio, et al) in Stereotypes & 
Stereotyping, C. Neil Macrae, Charles Stangor, and Miles Hewstone, Editors. Guilford Press, New York: 1996.



BlackEconomics.org’s media analyses

These 2021 and 2019 analyses of The New York Times and The Washington 
Post, plus others on the BlackEconomics.org’s “Media” page 
(https://blackeconomics.org/index.php/media/),  highlight how the media 
contributes to stereotype formation.

TNYT = The New York Times; TWP = The Washington Post

https://blackeconomics.org/index.php/media/


The following eight popular 
paradigms, with limited commentary, 
elucidate how the media contributes 
to stereotype formation.
The images representing these paradigms are from the following sources: The 
BBC.com; Bloomberg.com; The Guardian.com; The New York Times.com 
(TNYT.com); TheRoot.com; The Washington Post.com (TWP.com)



The Blacks are always lazy/sleeping paradigm

Left, The Guardian.com 091321; middle, TNYT.com 110221; right, The Guardian.com 110221  

Irrespective of  sleep’s value, 
why do we seldom see whites 
asleep and in bed in “print” 
media?



The Blacks require government assistance 
paradigm

Left, TNYT.com 081121; center, TWP.com 092321; right, The Guardian.com 082521

Print media is over zealous in characterizing Blacks as recipients of 
social benefits without regard to racism’s role in positioning us thusly. 



The Blacks are great athletes paradigm

Left, The Guardian.com 101921; center, TheRoot.com 101921; right, TNYT.com 110221 

Few argue Blacks’ superiority in 
many sports; it’s a stereotype.



The Black males are criminals, thieves, and 
unwanted paradigm

Left, BBC.com 100321; center, The Guardian.com 092921; right, TWP.com 092121

Blacks are certainly overrepresented in the media 
as criminals, and our presence in the criminal 
injustice system confirms the stereotype.



The Blacks are untrustworthy paradigm

Left, TNYT.com 100321; center, TWP.com 100321; right, Bloomberg.com 091521 

Consistent with the previous slide, not 
only are we portrayed as criminals, but 
we are also generally portrayed as 
untrustworthy. At least for Africans, they 
are often presented as white collar 
criminals—criminals nonetheless.



The Black males are oversexed paradigm

Left, TNYT.com 101421; center, TNYT.com 092121; right, TNYT.com 081821 

Dr. Francis Cress Welsing has a perfect 
explanation for this paradigm. It is a 
classic attempt to strike fear into the 
hearts of White men and women, and to 
motivate them to fear Black men who are 
expected to rape White females. Of 
course, the likes of Epstein and Weinstein 
are held up as community icons until it is 
absolutely impossible to do so. 



The Blacks are always sick paradigm

Left, BBC.com 092921; center, TWP.com 071821; right BBC.com 102621 

Whites are either angry because Blacks are sick and cannot work, or happy when Blacks are sick because 
maybe we will die and disappear forever. Also, to Whites, our illnesses reflect weak mindedness. There is no 
accounting for the fact that we live in some of the most hazardous environments in the country.



The Blacks are forever protesting paradigm

Left, BBC 102621; right, TNYT.com 110921

Given gross inequality, especially in 
economic power, protests remain an 
important means of expression. However, 
not nearly as important as in the past.



What should Black America Do?

We  should use all tools at our 
disposal (including boycotts and 
protests of White media and 
switching to favorable Black 
Media) to halt the pernicious 
effects of adverse Black images 
in the media that motivate 
stereotype formation. Once 
formed, stereotypes can cause 
anti-Black discrimination by 
both White and Black 
Americans alike; i.e., racism.



Readers’ questions, comments, and intellectual 
contributions are welcomed at 
BlackEconomics@BlackEconomics.org. 
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